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EXT. STREET CURB - DAY1 1

STAR a female with long dark hair; wearing ripped jeans and a 
stylish tank top; is standing on the curb in front of an 
apartment building.

A black SUV pulls up, three females are seated inside.

Star starts to walk away from the car, shaking her head.

SALLY a tall thin black female gets out of the passenger 
door.

Sally is wearing a flowered dress with spaghetti straps; her 
hair pulled back in a ponytail.

SALLY 
Star, wait!

STAR
No, why the hell did you bring her? 
I thought you were driving?

SALLY
My car wouldn’t start and Pam 
bought Lisa’s ticket and she has 
this.

LISA gets out of the driver side.

Lisa a white female with blond hair that is model thin, more 
then what is healthy. With shoulder length blond hair. 
Wearing sports bra and jean shorts that would make daisy 
dukes look like formal wear.

LISA
Quit being a bitch and get into the 
car.

PAM gets out and stands next to her door behind Lisa. Pam 
pale face framed by her red hair. She is wearing a long 
sleeved shirt with blue jeans.

PAM
That’s not helping, Lisa!

STAR
You want to hang out with her?

SALLY
Come on Star, don’t waste your 
ticket just because of her. We can 
go and still have a good time.



LISA
I’ll even let you drive, come on... 
lets go party.

Lisa dangles the keys in the air,

Star walks to the car,

Sally climes in the front passenger side, 

Pam gets in behind Lisa, 

Star gets in the back passenger side, 

Lisa smiles and gets in behind the wheel.

I/E. SUV - GAS STATION - DAY2 2

The SUV pulls into a gas station.

SALLY
Why are we stopping already, we’re 
not even out of Los Angeles?

LISA
We need gas, so give up some money.

STAR
You did not put gas in YOUR car 
before leaving?

LISA
I’m providing the car.

Star laughs, while Sally and Pam dig out money.

LISA (CONT’D)
One of you pump the gas.

Lisa exits the car.

PAM
I will pay for the gas. One of you 
pump the gas?

STAR
Give me the cash, I will use my 
credit card.

Pam and Sally hand Star their cash and exit the SUV, followed 
by Star.
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EXT. GAS PUMP - DAY3 3

Lisa walks up to Star and throws the keys at Star.

LISA
You drive.

Lisa gets in the car. Star mumbles to herself as she pulls 
out her cell phone and dials a phone number as she walks away 
from the pump. 

Sally and Pam gets into the vehicle. 

I/E. SUV - DAY4 4

Lisa is reclining in the passenger seat. Star is driving, Pam 
and Sally are asleep in the back seat.

Lisa reaches over and turns off the radio. 

LISA
I'm glad you finally got over your 
boyfriend and decided to make plans 
with us.

STAR
First off, I was pissed at you, not 
him, and secondly I made the plans 
for today and invited them. You 
invited yourself.

LISA
I was just trying to show you that 
your boyfriend was cheating on you. 

STAR 
By fucking him?

SALLY 
(Sleepy voice)

Lisa is sorry about that. Aren't 
you, Lisa?

Lisa turns in her seat and looks at Sally.

LISA
If she wants to be mad at me for 
being her friend and showing her 
the screwed up relationship she was 
in then that's her problem, not 
mine. 

(looks at Star)
(MORE)
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Hell I was even nice enough to 
throw you a party after words to 
help you forget that loser of a 
boyfriend.

STAR
What party? You invited three guys 
over, Pam's boyfriend, Sally's 
boyfriend, and some guy that you 
fucked in MY BED!

LISA
I can't help it if his friend 
didn't want to come meet you and 
he's not into fat girls.

STAR
Fat? Why because I don't stick my 
fingers down my throat like you... 
I should have known that you 
wouldn't let just the three of us 
go. You couldn't even buy your own 
fucking ticket.

LISA
You didn't pay for it so why are 
you bitching.

STAR
No, you made Pam pay your $300. And 
you won't even help with gas.

LISA
I provided the car; I shouldn't 
have to pay for gas too.

STAR
Also. Pay for gas also.

Lisa gives Star a dirty look.

PAM
I don't mind, she said she would 
spot me at the event.

SALLY 
(Mumbles)

Ya, like that will happen.

LISA
You have something to say flower 
child?

LISA (CONT'D)
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SALLY
(Quietly)

No.

Star looks in review mirror.

STAR
You both need to start speaking up 
yourselves. Stop letting her walk 
all over you or one day you will 
get in trouble because of her 
actions!

LISA
Fuck you. I have been a friend to 
the three of you when I shouldn't 
have been. I'm ruining my 
reputation by hanging out with a 
fat ass like you, goth girl and 
flower child, I'm a model but did 
you see me snub my noses at you at 
the first sign of fame...

STAR
Fame? That's funny you had one 
movie that you took your cloths off 
in and two photo shoots that was no 
different, and one of those shoots 
was for a porn magazine.

LISA
I didn't know it was going in a 
porn magazine.

PAM
Lets just stop fighting, how much 
longer til we get to the rave. We 
can go off and have our own fun 
then meet back at the car to go 
home, and the two of you will never 
have to hang out again.

Silence fills the car.

STAR
Dame, we need gas and soon

LISA
I thought you filled up at the last 
gas station, what are you, a 
fucking dumb ass? You know there 
are no gas stations this far out.
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STAR
Shut the fuck up and keep an eye 
out for a gas station would you?

They drive on. 

PAM
There's a sign for a place two 
miles ahead.

I/E. SUV - DAY5 5

They pull into a run down gas station. There is a beat up 
white van at the pump that is closet to the road.

Star pulls up to the pump closest to the building.

The building has dirty windows and faded advertisement 
posters. 

They can see the gas pump hanging out of the van's gas tank.

There is a shadow of a person in the driver's side with a hat 
pulled down over his eyes.

PAM 
That looks creepy.

STAR
You three stay in the car. I'll go 
see if there is anyone working or. 

SALLY
I need to use the ladies room.

STAR
Then go in pair, don't leave each 
other alone.

PAM
I'm not going in there; I doubt 
they have ever cleaned their 
bathroom.

LISA
They don't even look like they have 
been open in years.

SALLY
The health department probably 
closed them down.
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STAR
There's a sign that says the 
bathrooms are around back. Go check 
it out while I get the gas.

EXT. BEHIND THE GAS STATION - DAY6 6

Pam, Sally and Lias are trying to get into one of the two 
bathrooms but the doors are locked.

SALLY
I really have to go to the 
bathroom.

LISA
Then, I guess your going right 
here.

Sally starts to pull up her dress.

PAM
What the hell are you doing?

SALLY
I have to go pee, haven't you even 
gone camping when you were a kid?

PAM
That was when we didn't know 
better, think hygiene.

SALLY
Drip dry baby! When you gotta go 
you gotta go.

Sally says smiling as she pees.

PAM
You'll have pee in your underwear 
now.

LISA
Well I'm sure it will only be an 
hour or so before we get there. 

Star comes from around the building.

STAR
I take it the bathrooms are not 
open.

PAM 
Nope.
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STAR
Neither is the gas station. Do not 
know if the pump the van is using 
works but the one we stopped at 
does not. Figured we could each try 
one and move the car to the one 
that works. Or find a signal and 
call roadside assistant for gas.

Lisa makes a huffing sound to show her displeasure and walks 
behind the trash can.

PAM
What are you doing?

LISA
What does it look like, I'm taking 
a piss, it seams we will be here a 
while.

STAR
Not a bad idea, but I'll wait till 
I know if we have to make the call 
for AAA or not.

EXT. RUN DOWN GAS STATION - DAY7 7

The four girls round the corner.

Star stops without warning.

Pam runs into her.

PAM
Hey, why are you stopping?

Star looks down at her chest and see's a tranquilizer dart 
sticking out of her chest, 

Slowly she slumps to the ground,

The girls watch Star falling to the ground,

TONY comes up behind Lias and injected her neck with a 
needle, 

Sally starts to hit the Tony, while he holds Lisa, 

MAX comes up and shoots Sally with a tranquilizer gun, 

Then turns it and shoots Pam.
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INT. ROOM - NIGHT8 8

Star wakes up and looks around, 

She see Pam sits in the corner crying softly to herself, 

LISA sits rubbing her head, looking around, 

Sally is at the door trying to pull the door open. 

Star gets up and walks to the door.

STAR
Anyone have a bobby pin, maybe we 
can pop the lock.

LISA
You know how to pick locks?

STAR
No. But it's worth a try.

Sally pulls two bobby pin out of her ponytail.

SALLY
Here, I have a few you can use.

Star bends each bobby pins into long lines,

Star then sticks the first one in the top part of the lock 
and the other one in the bottom part of the lock,

Lisa sits on the ground with her back against the back wall 
watching them as she picks the dirt out of under her nails, 

Pam stands up and starts pacing around the square room, 
softly crying to herself.

Frustrated, Star stands up and kicks the door several times.

LISA
Ya, like that is going to help.

Pam stops walking. 

PAM 
Stop! What if they hear you?

The door opens hitting Star in the face and she falls back 
into Sally, 

Who is knocked to the ground, 

JAKE grabs Star, 
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Max comes in behind him pointing the tranquilizer gun.

SALLY 
Let her go!

Max points the gun at the girls.

Jake drags Star out of the room.

PAM 
What do you want? Who are you?

Max backs out of the room, shutting the door.

Star scream are heard through the door. 

The girls are frozen with fear.

Star's screams slowly going out to sobs then nothing.

PAM (CONT’D)
What the hell do they want? 

LISA
Who are they is the better 
question. But we need to get out of 
here fast. Sally starts pulling on 
that board, 

(points to a lose board by 
the door)

Pam help her!

They get the board off the side wall, big enough for all 
three girls to fit through.

INT. OTHER ROOM - NIGHT - CONTINUOUS9 9

Lisa, Sally and Pam exit the hole into another room,

Lisa leads the way to the door,

Lisa puts her hand on the doorknob and takes in a deep 
breath,

Slowly Lisa turns the doorknob, 

Slowly Lisa pulls the door open, 

Lisa sticks her head out the door to looks,

Lisa exits the room.
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INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT10 10

Lisa is going up a set of stairs, 

Pam and Sally exit the door and follow Lisa.

SALLY 
(Whispers)

We need to get Star before we 
leave.

Lisa runs down the stairs past Pam and grabs Sally arm.

LISA
She can take care of herself. We 
need to get out while we can.

PAM
We can't just leave her!

LISA
Lower your voice. Chances are she 
is already dead.

Sally pulls her arm free of Lisa's grip.

LISA (CONT’D)
Fine we will stop at the police 
station.

SALLY 
We're coming back for her. With the 
cops.

They slowly walk up the stairs, 

Pam opening the door slowly they exit,

INT. BARN - NIGHT11 11

Lisa, Pam and Sally are standing in a rundown barn. 

There is a huge door opening to their left.

Lisa starts to walk to the door like she owns the place.

SALLY CONT'D 
... Lisa, we need to talk this 
through. Lisa!

Sally and Pam look at each other,

Then take off running for the opening. 
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EXT. WOODS - NIGHT12 12

Lisa, Pam and Sally are running through the woods,

They hear whistles and hoots,

JAKE comes from around a tree and the girls changed 
direction, 

Sally trips over a branch on the ground and falls to her 
hands and knees, 

Jake grabs Sally by the back of her hair, 

She screams for help.

SALLY 
Help me!

Max runs after Lisa and Pam.

LISA 
Don't stop Pam. It's her own fault 
for not watching were she's going, 
you want to dies too?

Sally cries as she watches her friends running away, 

Sally fights to get free from Jake, 

JAKE 
You stupid bitch.

She kicks her legs as she flings her arms wildly,

He lets go of her and back hands her across the face, 

Sending her falling to the ground, 

Sally hits her head on the corner of a tree stump, 

blood flows out of her head, 

Tony runs up.

TONY
We need them unharmed.

A WOMAN in a black cloak walks past the guys and bends down 
and checks Sally's neck for a heart beat.  

The cloaked woman stands and faces Jake, 

She strikes him across his face with her hand.
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WOMAN IN CLOAK 
(low voice)

You were not to kill them, dump her 
body somewhere, then go get me the 
others. 

EXT. ROAD - NIGHT 13 13

Lisa and Pam are on the road side,

Head lights are coming down the road,

Pam runs into the middle of the street and starts waving her 
arms trying to get the car's attention.

Lisa tries to pull Pam back into the woods.

LISA
What the hell are you doing, are 
you trying to get us killed? Lets 
go.

PAM
They can take us to the cops.

LISA
And what are you going to do,

Lisa pulls on Pam’s arm. 

LISA (CONT’D)
If it's the people that kidnapped 
us? Let's go.

PAM
We don't know who it ...

Lisa reaches for her neck, there's a needle sticking out of 
her neck.

LISA 
You fucking bitch, you got...

Lisa fallows to the ground.

Pam tries to pick up Lisa.

PAM
Lisa wake up, I’m sorry. 

Max steps out of the woods behind them holding the tranquil 
gun, 
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he shots Pam, 

Pam goes down, 

A van pulls up

Tony gets out of the van,

They put the girls in the side of the van.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT14 14

Lisa wakes up she is tied to a tree,

Lisa looks around, realizing that she is tied to a tree. She 
tries to get the ropes lose.

Pam is tied up, passed out, not far from Lisa.

A cloaked woman steps out of behind a tree her hand is 
sticking out holding an Athame (ritual knife), 

She hands the Athame to MAX.

LISA
What do you want you fucking freak? 
You better let me go.

The woman removes her hood,

Lisa gasps.

LISA (CONT’D)
What the fuck are you doing, we're 
friends?

Star is the cloaked woman.

STAR
No, we have never been friends. You 
have harmed me every chance you 
have gotten. Now it is time for you 
to pay for your crimes. Hecate 
demands your blood for your wrongs 
against me.

LISA
I have done nothing but help you. 
It was me that told you that your 
boyfriend was cheating on you. And 
set...
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STAR
He cheated on me because you went 
to him. He never chased after you. 
And it is time for your punishment.

Star cuts Lisa's chest opens with the Athame, 

Blood flows out of the cut in Lisa's chest, Lisa screams in 
pain as she is cut, 

Pam wakes up to Lisa's screams and starts to scream herself, 

Star pulls out Lisa's heart and holds it up to the sky, 

Pam tries to back crawl out of the area as she whimpers, 

Jake grabs her, pulling her up to a standing position while 
holding her in a bear hug.

STAR (CONT’D)
Goddess Hecate, take this offering 
for the crime this mortal has 
committed against one of your 
children.

Star stabs the heart with the Athame. Blood from the heart 
runs down Star's arm.

STAR (CONT’D)
With this death all crimes are 
forgiven in your name Dark Goddess.

A dark cloud in the shape of a hand comes out of the sky- 
garbing Star by the throat.

STAR (CONT’D)
Why Goddess, what have I done to 
displease you.

A GIANT SIZE BODY appears in the dark cloud, forming a 
female. 

The female walks closer to Star were her cloud hand starts to 
take solid form. 

When she reaches Star she is in human form. 

The woman has straight black hair down to her ankles, with 
black eyes. She is early twenties. She is wearing a colorful 
fairy style summer dress that shows off her dark skin. 

The woman's hand stays on Star's throat as she speaks.
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GODDESS HECATE 
Who are you to conduct such a 
ceremony in my name?

STAR
I am one of your children Dark 
Goddess, why are you mad at me.

GODDESS HECATE 
You claim to be a Witch, then why 
are you killing. It is against my 
authority, and yet you do it in my 
name. Why?

STAR
The books state that you approve of 
human scarifies, and she has 
betrayed me many times, and you are 
the Goddess of Justice, who else 
would I sacrifice her to?

The GODDESS HECATE throws her head back and screams. 

When her head comes back down to face Star her appearance is 
now a middle aged woman, with shoulder length red curly hair 
with pal skin and emerald green eyes. She is wearing a green 
dress that shows she is days away from giving birth.

GODDESS HECATE 
Am I not also the one that gives 
life to all things?

STAR 
Yes, Dark Goddess, you are the 
Great Mother Hecate, but you also 
seek justice.

GODDESS HECATE 
If I am the giver of life and 
death, then pray tell, how could 
you kill someone as a gift to me?

STAR 
I just fallowed the book's, they 
were written about you, to tell us 
how to worship you.

GODDESS HECATE 
NO! They are human seeking to 
destroy what is left of my children 
that claim me. They are not 
believers. 

(MORE)
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Were is your logic in killing 
someone as a gift to me, when I am 
the one that gives life and takes 
life. You cannot give me what I 
have given you.

With another blink of an eye the woman changes into the 
CRONE. An old woman with snow-white hair in two braids over 
her shoulders with eagle feathers hanging from them. Her 
dress is white animal skin dress with turquoise. Her skin is 
like red leather aged with wrinkles. 

She releases her hand from Star's throat.

STAR
But the books say that animal and 
human sacrifices were given to the 
gods in the old day.

GODDESS HECATE
NO! What you called sacrifices, was 
the Witches of old doing 
ceremonies. They gave thanks to the 
animals that died so they could eat 
them, and not a single one died 
that was not eaten.

The Goddess Hecate starches out her hand. Her hand turns to 
the dark cloud and grabs Star by the throat again. 

GODDESS HECATE (CONT’D)
For your crimes against me, and 
these women, you will forfeit your 
life and walk through this world 
known as a ghost until you learn 
the true meaning of the old ways.

The Goddess Hecate hand falls from Star's throat and turns 
back to a human hand. 

Star’s human body falls to the ground as Star’s spirit form 
stands watching her body fall to the ground.

GODDESS HECATE (CONT’D)
You cannot kill in my name. It is 
most hanse is to kill in the name 
of the Goddesses and gods.

Star’s spirit starts to cry. 

The Goddess Hecate turns to the three males. 

GODDESS HECATE  (CONT'D)
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GODDESS HECATE (CONT’D)
You want to be drones to someone 
you can go serve Hades, God of the 
Underworld, for a thousand years. 
You want to take life then you can 
help them between the worlds, and 
see to their burial rites.

The Goddess Hecate points her hand out, palm up and closes 
her hand into a fit, 

Then turns it upside down and opens her hand palm side-down, 

The guys are sucks into the earth, 

A MALE’S laughter can be heard, 

Goddess Hecate turns to Pam who falls to the ground when Max, 
Tony and Jake vanished through the ground.

GODDESS HECATE (CONT’D)
You did not kill anyone but you are 
a despicable human. You knew...

(Pointing at Lisa's dead 
body)

... what this one did and yet you 
did not stop it. You are getting a 
second chance to be a better 
person. Protect other; treat them, 
as you want to be treated. Or you 
shall die also.

Goddess Hecate looks to the sky while raising her arms up.

GODDESS HECATE (CONT’D)
You will not be here long with this 
death around you, I have called the 
police to come clean up this mess

(Turns to Star)
As for you. You will remain a ghost 
until you learn what it means to be 
a Witch. I suggest you learn fast.

INT. PADDED ROOM - DAY 15 15

Pam is in a white padded room of a mental hospital. 

The rooms only door opens to an ORDERLY standing in the 
doorway. 

GHOST OF STAR is walking up behind him. 
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PAM 
Maiden, Mother, Crone. Maiden, 
Mother, Crone. Maiden, Mother, 
Crone.

HOSPITAL ORDERLY
Shut up or I'll have the doctor 
down here and give you something to 
shut you up.

Pam is in the coroner of a padded room. She is rocking back 
and forth in the corner of a white padded room chanting over 
and over.

PAM 
Maiden, Mother, Crone. Maiden, 
Mother, Crone. Maiden, Mother, 
Crone.

While Pam chants the ghost of Star walks through the door 
behind the Orderly and walks to Pam. 

Star sits down with Pam stroking her hair. 

Star’s lips move say I am Sorry. 
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